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Paul Antrobus’
journey
The consummate teacher
on a new learning path

“This is my simple
religion. There is no
need for temples;
no need for complicated
philosophy. Our own
brain, our own heart
is our temple; the
philosophy is kindness.”
The Dalai Lama

University of Regina president Vianne Timmons meets His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama at the University of Calgary on October 1.
The Dalai Lama was in Calgary for NOW, a two-day conference inspired by his commitments to compassion, connectedness and collaboration.
Photo: Chris Bolin/University of Calgary.
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It was at a conference,
some four years ago, that I
first met Brian Doyle. Doyle is
the legendary editor of the
University of Portland
magazine in Portland, Oregon.
Those scribes among us who
know him and his work view
him as one of the best
university magazine editors in
the business. Actually, as the
numerous awards he has
garnered will attest, he’s one
of the best magazine editors
in the business—period.
In Doyle’s estimation, a
magazine is the most
amazing communications
technology going.
I think he’s onto
something.
Here are some of Doyle’s
reasons for putting the
magazine at the top of that
list: Magazines are portable
and they don’t need
electricity. Magazines are
affordable and immediately
accessible. You can put one
in your pocket, walk to the
beach, take it out and read it.
You can even enjoy a
magazine while you’re upside
down.
Doyle draws the
distinction between
newspapers and magazines in
a couple of ways. First, he
notes, newspapers contain

news whereas magazines
contain stories. Newspapers,
he says, say, “Read me and
throw me away.” Magazines
say, “I will be around as long
as you need me.”
Newspapers are one-night
stands—magazines are
relationships.
I hope this rings true for
you. I hope you have come to
find value in Degrees and the
stories we tell. I hope in
some small way or, even
better, in a super-colossal
manner, that the magazine
keeps you connected to the
University of Regina and the
people associated with the
institution.
I have always taken Brian
Doyle’s words to heart. In
each issue of Degrees we try
to bring you an array of
compelling stories that reflect
the diversity of people
associated with the University
of Regina and tell us all
something about our little
part of the world. I think we
have a grand collection of
them in the issue you are
about to read.
They start with our cover
story about Paul Antrobus, a
dedicated Luther College
psychology professor who
hasn’t let the challenges that
life has thrown at him stop

him from contributing to our
community or dampen the joy
of spirit he has always
exhibited. You can read his
inspiring story starting on
page 26.
And speaking of
contributions to our
community, we also have the
story of Adam Hicks, a recent
graduate who has taken on
the leadership of a Regina
version of “Extreme Home
Makeover.” Read his story
and find out how his
benevolence helped a Regina
family in need. The story
starts on page 34.
Some other University of
Regina graduates who are
dedicated to making
significant contributions to
our world are also profiled in
this issue of Degrees. They
may come from a variety of
backgrounds, have different
vocations, even live in
different parts of the world,
but they share a unique
distinction. They are all
recipients of this year’s
Alumni Crowning Achievement
Awards. Read their stories
starting on page 8.
I would like to introduce
you to another group of
dedicated alumni. They are
this year’s Alumni Association
Board of Directors and the

photo of the group can be
seen on this page. If you are
an alumnus of the University
of Regina, you should tip
your hat to this group of
tireless volunteers. They are
working behind the scenes,
with few accolades, on behalf
of the more than 30,000
people out there who call
themselves University of
Regina alumni.
Of course, this issue of
Degrees contains our regular
wrap-up of campus news,
class notes and so much
more. And please, keep those
e-mails and letters coming.
Tell us what we are doing
right and let us know where
we can make improvements.
Send us your story ideas or
just drop us a note and tell
us what you’ve been up to
lately. You’ll find all our
contact information on the
facing page. We look forward
to hearing from you and trust
you will enjoy reading this
issue of Degrees—even if you
choose to do it upside down.
Greg Campbell
Editor

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2009–2010.
Back row (left to right) Adrienne Nolan, associate vice-president,
Development and Alumni; Matt Hanson BA’94, BAdmin’97, University of
Regina Senate representative; Richard Kies BAdmin’93, Cert. PR’03; Linda
Dewhirst BA’75, MVTed’04; Paul Owens BA(Hons)’03, MA’06; Kyle Addison,
president, University of Regina Students’ Union.
Front (left to right) Jay Kirkland BA(Hons)’99; Colin Woloshyn BAdmin’99;
Loni Kaufmann BAdmin’95, past-president; Charlene Banjac BA’98, MEd’06,
president; Sean McEachern BEd’03, first vice-president; Margaret Dagenais
CV/Ted’87, BV/Ted’91, MEd’97, second vice-president. Missing from
picture: Teresa Drew BASc’01; Neil Jacoby BAdmin’74; Shawn Pearce
BEd’91, PGDC&I’98, MEd’06; Byron Traynor BEd’78, University of
Saskatchewan Senate representative.
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President’s Note
Autumn is a wonderful time
of year. For many it’s a time of
transition, and around the
University of Regina it’s been
both a time of transition and a
time of tremendous
excitement. And it’s not just
students who are excited.
Faculty, staff—including me,
the president—all are
energized at the beginning of
a new academic year.
In early September, it was
the return of students to
classrooms and the ramping
up of activities that fuelled the
excitement. Before students
got too acquainted (or
reacquainted!) with
assignments, essays, labs and
exams, they had a chance to
take in many great activities
during Welcome Week. The
week included barbeques,
orientations, displays, a movie
night and tradeshows, and
culminated with a concert by
Toronto-based performer K-OS
on the Dr. Lloyd Barber
Academic Green. The Welcome
Week activities are extremely
important in that they help a
lot of students, especially firstyear students, connect with
the University community.
These initiatives help some
students overcome challenges
such as homesickness, the
stress of adjusting to a
university-level study load and
the feeling of being lost when
they first come to the
University campus.
It was also during Welcome
Week that we welcomed the
University’s new brand.
Branding is a tool used
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increasingly to differentiate a
university from its competitors
by promoting strengths,
identity and the unique
aspects of its academic
mission. We all “Realize” that
our branding project, along
with our Strategic Enrolment
Management project and other
recruitment and retention
initiatives, will strengthen our
position relative to our
competitors and make the
University of Regina an even
more attractive choice for a
quality educational experience.
The second wave of activity
began near the end of
September when we officially
launched our strategic plan,
entitled mâmawohkamâtowin:
Our Work, Our People, Our
Communities. The Cree word
mâmawohkamâtowin means
“co-operation; working
together toward common
goals,” and therefore is a very
apt designation for a strategic
plan that was created through
such an inclusive process. The
plan will guide us through our
decision-making for the next
five years and beyond.
We followed the official
launch of our strategic plan
with a bang when we
announced the UR Guarantee,
a program unlike any other in
Canada. UR Guarantee
guarantees students a great
job in their field within six
months of the completion of
their undergraduate degree. I
am very proud of the UR
Guarantee, because it is in line
with our vision and new
strategic plan, which place

such emphasis on quality of
education and the student
experience. Ultimately, it
emanates from the full
confidence we have in our
students and the education
they receive at the University
of Regina. It is one more step
we are taking to ensure our
students realize their full
potential—academically,
professionally and in their
lives beyond the University.
Speaking of things beyond
the University, it was in early
October that I embarked on
my first provincial tour as
president. I visited the
communities of North
Battleford, Swift Current,
Moose Jaw, Weyburn, Estevan,
Kawacatoose First Nation,
Yorkton and Prince Albert.
The fall tour gave me a
great opportunity to meet with
people from across this great
province. I had the occasion to
speak about things like the UR
Guarantee with high school
students who might be coming
to the University. I also talked
with parents, teachers and
guidance counsellors to let
them know of the
opportunities that exist at the
University. During the course
of the tour, I met lots of our
wonderful alumni who are
doing great things throughout
the province and have a real
interest in our institution and
its success. I also met with
government officials and
representatives of community
organizations, building on the
strong relationship that our
University has with

communities across the
province.
Given my background in
community-based literacy and
inclusive education research,
the connection to community
is dear to my heart.
As I said many times during
the tour, “We may be called
the University of Regina, but
we’re a provincial university
with a strong reach across the
province—and we hope you’ll
think of us as your university.”
Finally, in the middle of my
“road trip” was Fall
Convocation. I can tell you it
was a great pleasure to be a
part of this celebration that
was the culmination of all the
hard work, dedication and
perseverance of the 549
students who graduated this
fall. It was so gratifying to
share this special day with
students, their friends and
families.
My hope is that as they
begin their career, whether in
the province or elsewhere, our
graduates maintain their
connection to the University of
Regina and recognize that we
have a shared responsibility to
serve our greater community.
As you can see, we have
had a busy start to the
academic year. How long will
this pace keep up? I can’t say
for sure, but I can tell you I
have seen the latest enrolment
statistics and they indicate
that there is a slight increase
in enrolments over last year. I
guess the word is getting out!
Vianne Timmons

Above: President Timmons speaks to
high school students at Moose Jaw’s
Vanier Collegiate. The stop was part of
Timmon’s eight town community tour in
October and November. At right:
President Timmons poses with Sean
Wallace, regional managing partner of
Meyers Norris Penny and former
co-operative education student
Kassandra Mohr BBA’07 also of Meyers
Norris Penny. The trio were on hand to
announce the unveiling of UR
Guarantee on Sept. 30.

Briefly
President Vianne Timmons hit
the road in October on a tour
of eight Saskatchewan
communities. The Community
Connections tour started in
North Battleford on October 7
and ended November 3 in
Prince Albert. In between,
Timmons visited Swift Current,
Moose Jaw, Weyburn, Estevan,
Yorkton and the Kawacatoose
First Nation. The president met
with prospective students,
alumni and local leaders.
The University of Regina has
launched a unique program
guaranteeing students a
successful career launch
following completion of their
undergraduate degree. The UR
Guarantee is built on the
strength of the University's Cooperative Education Program
and commitment to experiential
learning, and guarantees all
students who complete the
program requirements a great
job within six months of
graduation. Under the UR
Guarantee program, students
will take advantage of
academic success, campus

engagement, service leadership
and career counselling
opportunities to prepare them
for the job market in their
chosen field. The University of
Regina was the first university
in Western Canada to start a
Co-operative Education
program, which is now
available in nearly 50
disciplines. The University's Coop program boasts more job
placements than all other postsecondary institutions in the
province combined. Last year,
U of R Co-op students earned
close to $7 million in wages.
All 2009 undergraduate
students with 30 or fewer
credit hours are eligible for the
UR Guarantee program.
Students who complete the UR
Guarantee program but cannot
find a position in their field
within six months following
graduation may take up to
30 undergraduate credit hours
during the following year. The
cost of tuition is covered.
The University of Regina’s fall
convocation honouring
549 graduates was held
Saturday, October 17. Among
those recognized was Kristy Joy

Bergman BA (Hons)’09 (Luther
College) who was awarded the
President’s Medal. Bergman’s
average was 89.19 per cent.
She served as a peer chaplain
at Luther College and was the
co-ordinator of the Student
Refugee Program for World
University Services of Canada.
She is currently doing volunteer
work in Hungary.
Veldon Woodrow Richard
Coburn MA’09 received the
President’s Distinguished
Graduate Student Award. The
award is presented to the
student who demonstrated
outstanding academic
performance in their graduate
program, and has achieved an
exceptional thesis, exhibition or
performance, and
corresponding defence.
Two faculty members in the
Department of Psychology have
been elected to prestigious
national academic fellowships.
Gordon Asmundson has been
elected to fellowship in the
Royal Society of Canada and
Thomas Hadjistavropoulos has
been elected to fellowship in
the Canadian Academy of

Health Sciences. The two
organizations, along with the
Canadian Academy of
Engineering, form the threemember Council of Canadian
Academies, which recognizes
individuals of great
accomplishment and
achievement. Along with sister
organizations in other
countries, the world’s
academic elite are recognized
for their contributions of
international excellence.
Asmundson, a professor of
clinical psychology, is being
honoured for his pioneering
work in determining linkages
between anxiety disorders,
such as post-traumatic stress
disorder, and chronic pain.
Hadjistavropoulos is a
professor of clinical
psychology, director of the
Centre on Aging and Health
and past president of the
Canadian Psychological
Association. His research
focusses on pain assessment
and management among
seniors with a special
emphasis on seniors who have
severe limitations in ability to
communicate because of
dementia.
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Far left: (L to R) Faculty of
Engineering and Applied Science
researchers Raman Paranjape
(Electronic Systems) and Mehran
Mehrandezh (Industrial Systems)
with the Regina Pipe Crawler—a
small robot that can explore the
inside of municipal water pipes.
At left: George Maslany.

Canada Post announced it will
release a Commemorative
Envelope to celebrate the
University of Regina’s
centenary, next year.
The innovation of two
University of Regina researchers
landed the pair some pretty
good publicity on the website
of Popular Mechanics. Faculty
of Engineering and Applied
Science researchers Mehran
Mehrandezh and Raman
Paranjape developed the
Regina Pipe Crawler (RPC), a
small robot that travels down
municipal water pipes
inspecting their integrity. The
RPC can travel underwater both
forward and backward in
straight, curved and vertical sixto eight-inch-diameter
municipal water pipes. It is
equipped with video and
motion sensors to provide
information about the
conditions inside.
The latest faculty members to
have been granted the title
Professor Emeritus are Marilyn
Friesen, Jack Ito and Richard
Raum. Friesen is Professor
Emerita of English, Ito is a
retired faculty member of the
Faculty of Business
Administration and Raum is a
faculty member in the
Department of Music.
For the past two years, the
University of Regina’s Canadian
Plains Research Center (CPRC)
has partnered with the Regina
Leader-Post and the Saskatoon
Star Phoenix in support of the
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Canwest Raise-A-Reader
campaign. Partial proceeds
from the sale of the book Our
Towns: Saskatchewan
Communities from Abbey to
Zenon Park by David McLennan
BAJ’03 and published by CPRC
have helped fund this year’s
campaign. The book generated
a total of $24,422 for the
campaign.
The University of Regina’s
Donor Relations has unveiled
its new online donation
feature. The website now has
the functionality to allow
visitors to make one-time credit
card donations, electronic funds
transfer payments, payroll
deductions and more. The
generosity of University of
Regina donors helps expand
academic programs, supports
research and, most importantly,
helps students succeed. You
can find the new website at
www.uregina.ca/campaign.

Comings and goings
Livia Castellanos has been
named the University’s director
of Strategic Enrolment
Management. Castellanos is a
specialist in enrolment
management and recruiting and
will be working collaboratively
with the faculties and federated
colleges.
John Metcalfe is the new
registrar. Metcalfe comes to the
U of R with an extensive
registrarial background, a broad
knowledge of the University’s

management information
system and expertise in policy
development.
John D. Smith was named
associate vice-president
(Student Affairs) on August 1.
Smith is an accomplished
administrator, noted for his
enthusiastic, entrepreneurial
and collaborative style. He has
served as a director of both
Admissions and Recruitment
and as acting associate vicepresident (Student Affairs) at
Lakehead University.
David Cruise Malloy has been
appointed associate vicepresident (Research) for a
two-year period to June 30,
2011. In addition to his newly
appointed position, Malloy
serves as director of the Office
of Research Services.
Samira McCarthy, former dean
of Campion College, retired
after 41 years of service to the
University of Regina and
Campion College. Frank
Obrigewitsch, SJ, began a fiveyear appointment as Campion
dean on July 1, 2009. He has
been a member of the Campion
College faculty and English
department since 1997, and
served as the assistant dean
from 2001–2007.
George Maslany has taken on
the duties of director of the Dr.
John Archer Library where he
will oversee management and
operations. A long-time member
of the University community,
Maslany has served in many

capacities including faculty
member, associate dean and
acting vice-president
(Academic).
Sheila Dresen has been
appointed acting dean of
Nursing. Dresen has a doctorate
in nursing, is an RN in both
Saskatchewan and Manitoba
and has served as the dean of
Nursing at the University of
Windsor. Dresen will oversee
the development of the next
phase of the collaborative
nursing program in association
with SIAST.

Congratulations
Mo Bundon, past Chair of the
Board of Governors, was named
Humanitarian of the Year by the
Canadian Red Cross. Bundon is
the senior vice-president and
chief operating officer of
Harvard Developments and an
active community member who
serves on numerous boards.
Thomas Benjoe DipBA’09 (First
Nations University of Canada)
was the recipient of the Young
Humanitarian of the Year award.
Benjoe works for the School of
Business and Public
Administration at First Nations
University of Canada where he
plays an integral role in the
delivery of the college’s
Aboriginal Youth
Entrepreneurship Camp.
President and vice-chancellor
Vianne Timmons received a
Canada Post Community
Literacy Award at an award

ceremony held at the Regina
Open Door Society in late
September. The Canada Post
Literacy Awards Program
recognizes and celebrates the
achievements of Canadians
who’ve made a special effort or
an important contribution to
literacy. Timmons is one of
16 winners across the country
and one of only seven literacy
educators to receive the award
this year.
There were a lot of smiles after
the 2009 Lieutenant Governor’s
Arts Awards in Saskatoon on
September 9. Charity Marsh,
faculty member in Media
Production and Studies and
Canada Research Chair in
Interactive Media and
Performance, and Chris
Beingessner BEd’01 were
awarded the Arts and Learning
Award. Marsh and Beingessner,
a teacher at Regina high school
Scott Collegiate, established the
Hip Hop Project, an initiative
that brings Grade 10 and 11
students into the Interactive
Media and Performance Labs in
the Faculty of Fine Arts to learn
hip hop culture while earning
high school English and Arts
Education credits.
Kelley Jo Burke BEd’90, a
master’s student in the
Department of Theatre, was
awarded the Leadership Award
and alumnus Lee Henderson
MFA’06 was awarded the Below
30 Award. Bill Hales BFA’78,
MFA’00, a Department of
Theatre faculty member, was
awarded the Betty Mitchell
Award for Outstanding Lighting
Design for his work on NiX: A
fairytale for the end of the world.
Brett Bell BFA’90, a master’s
student in the Department of
Media Production and Studies,
is one of only 16 filmmakers
across Canada, and the sole
Saskatchewan filmmaker, to be
commissioned to produce a
short film for the Cultural

Olympiad’s digital edition. The
films will be featured on
towering high-definition screens
in Vancouver and Whistler and
on computer monitors around
the world during the 2010
Winter Games.
The Paul J. Hill School of
Business at the University of
Regina recently announced the
first recipient of the CGA
Scholar Award, an award
sponsored by the Certified
General Accountants (CGA)
Association of Saskatchewan.
Shelley Lukasewich, an
assistant professor of
accounting in the Faculty of
Business Administration, will
receive an award of $10,000 to
support her research.
Sarah Abbott, assistant
professor of media production
and studies, won in the
category of Innovation in the
Arts at the fifth Mayor’s Arts
and Business Awards held in
late May. Abbott received the
award for her film Out in the
Cold. The film was recognized
for connecting a wide range of
community sectors through the
educational process, community
outreach and social awareness.
Malcolm Wilson, director of the
Office of Energy and
Environment, has received the
University of Saskatchewan’s
Alumni Award of Achievement
for his contributions to climate
change research.
Dennis Jackson BFA’98 was one
of the recipients of the 16th
annual National Aboriginal
Achievement Awards earlier this
year. Jackson shared the award
in Arts with his wife Melanie
Jackson. Jackson is the Gemini
Award-winning producer and
president of Wapos Bay
Productions. The Jacksons
specialize in children’s animated
television programs that
showcase Aboriginal peoples
and their stories. Their program

Wapos Bay received a 2007
Gemini for Best Children’s or
Youth Fiction Program or Series.
Rev. Stanley Cuthand LLD’05,
an internationally respected
Saskatchewan teacher,
translator and minister and a
member of the Little Pine Band,
was the recipient of the
Lifetime Award. Cuthand was
the recipient of a University of
Regina honorary doctor of laws
in 2005.

Stolen Spirit, a documentary
produced by students in the
journalism advanced broadcast
class, was named the second
most impactful in the under
$1,000 budget category at the
Human Rights DocFest in
Victoria, B.C. It was also
nominated and screened at the
Montreal World Film Festival
and won an honorary mention
at the Columbus International
Film + Video Festival in
Columbus, Ohio. Ryan Pilon,
the producer, also received a
CTV Investigative Award for his
work on the project. The story
is the compelling investigation
into the disappearance and
murder of Amber Redman.
Campion College’s chapter of
Alpha Sigma Nu recently
inducted six new members and
one honorary faculty member.
Lee Ward, associate professor
of political science, was
recognized by the chapter with
a distinguished professor award
for his expertise in his field and
his commitment to students.
Founded in 1915, Alpha Sigma
Nu is the honour society of
Jesuit institutions of higher
education.
Researchers at the University of
Regina recently published a
study that explores the
effectiveness of anti-drinking
and driving campaigns in five
countries: Canada, United
States, United Kingdom,
Australia and New Zealand. For
the study, lead researcher

business professor Magdalena
Cismaru, dean of the Faculty of
Business Administration Anne
Lavack and graduate student
Evan Markewich compared
25 campaigns to a model called
the Protection Motivation
Theory.
Among their findings, the
researchers discovered that of
the five countries studied,
Canada has the largest number
of different anti-drinking and
driving campaigns as well as a
lower fatality rate per 100,000
people when compared to the
United States. Canada also
seems to produce some of the
most effective ads.
The University of Regina has
been granted more than
$3 million by the Canadian
Foundation for Innovation for
two research projects through
its New Initiatives and Leading
Edge Fund programs. The
Foundation was created by the
Government of Canada to fund
world-class research at
universities, colleges, research
hospitals and non-profit
research institutions.
Most of the funding—
$2,799,999—will be used by
Peter Leavitt and colleagues in
the departments of Biology,
Chemistry and Biochemistry,
and Environmental Engineering
to research how combinations
of organic pollutants affect
environmental quality, public
health and agriculture. This
project is in collaboration with
the University of Saskatchewan
and three other institutions in
Canada and the United States.
As well, $202,658 will be
used by Chemistry and
Biochemistry faculty member
Allan East and colleagues to
study how organizations can
improve ways of storing and
processing large amounts of
information. The project will
look at the generation,
classification and searching of
large computer datasets.
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Alumni Crowning A

Photos by the University of Regina Photography Department

The Alumni Crowning Achievement Awards were established in 2005
to celebrate University of Regina alumni who have realized extraordinary
achievements and made remarkable contributions to the U of R and
their community. The fourth annual Alumni Crowning Achievement
Awards gala will be held on Friday, November 20.
For more information, visit the Alumni Crowning Achievement Awards
website at www.uregina.ca/alumni/aa-aca.htm.

“In large measure, my experiences at the University of Regina
laid the foundations for my multiple careers, well beyond my
basic discipline of economics, as essential as that has been to
whatever I have done. Perhaps it stems from my basic religious
foundations, but I do believe that an important purpose of life is
to live a life of purpose, and I came to understand and practise
that at the University of Regina.”
Throughout his career, John Hewson has made
significant contributions to Australia and Australians. He
has enjoyed great success in many fields including
economics, politics, government, business, academics and
finance.
Hewson has worked for the Australian Treasury, the
Reserve Bank and the International Monetary Fund. As a
consultant, he served international institutions including
the Asian Development Bank and the United Nations
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific.
He has also contributed greatly to academics—leading
the University of New South Wales School of Economics and
the Macquarie Graduate School of Management at
Macquarie University.
Hewson has shaped Australian business in many sectors
including finance and insurance, healthcare, real estate,
mining, manufacturing, technology and sustainability
initiatives. He has undertaken many entrepreneurial
ventures and served the board of directors of many leading
corporations.
In the 1980s, he entered politics and served as the leader
of the Liberal Party and leader of the Federal Coalition in
Opposition for four years. He is a proud member of the
Order of Australia.

Lifetime Achievement Award
Dr. John Hewson MA’69
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“The recognition manifested in this award is welcome, but
humbling. I feel that I would rather pass it on, or at least share it
with some of my teachers and friends that made such a difference
to me during my time at the U of R. A few years ago, I made a
trip to Regina to say thank you to the few of them that remained,
people like Jack Boan, Fred Anderson, Alex Kelly, Art Hillabold
and Jim Acheson.”

Achievement Awards

2009

"The transition from high school to university is important. It is a
time of growth and a time of discovery. The University of Regina
helped make the transition from the more regimented high school
system to the comparative freedom of university a good
experience for me. I remember the excitement of discovering new
disciplines and courses like logic and anthropology and Chinese
history. I look back on my experience at the University of Regina
and Campion College with great fondness."
Georgina R. Jackson is one of Canada’s top jurists. She
was admitted to the Saskatchewan branch of the Canadian
Bar Association in 1977 and was the most distinguished
graduate of its Bar Admission Course.
Since 1991 she has served as justice of the Court of
Appeal for Saskatchewan. She serves many federal and
provincial committees, commissions and panels including
the Conduct Review Committee of the Canadian Superior
Courts Judges Association, Law Reform Commission of
Saskatchewan, Annual Insolvency Law Review Editorial
Advisory Board, International Organization for the Training
for the Judiciary, Newly Appointed Judges’ Program, and
Court Criminal Rules and Procedure Project.
In addition, she frequently lectures on judicial ethics,
appellate advocacy, statutory interpretation, courtroom
practice and procedure, and insolvency law. Madame Justice
Jackson is a leading advocate of judicial ethics, judicial
education and a promoter of the role of women within the
legal profession.

Distinguished Alumni Award for
Professional Achievement
The Honourable Georgina R. Jackson BA’73
(Campion College)

“The University confirmed in me my love of reading and writing
and a love of history and languages. Obviously, in the legal
career that I pursued after obtaining my arts degree, history and
literature and their related disciplines have played a significant
role. It is an honour to be recognized by my peers. I am thankful
for the time I was able to spend at the University of Regina and
for the continuing impact that it has on my life.”
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"Being raised in a family of five children with parents who have
always supported community, and charitable and non-profit
organizations, I was grounded with that great sense of being
part of and supporting community as a whole. One is only as
great as the sum of its parts. As such, my experience at the U of R
was again that of being part of a great community. The
community in and of itself within the Music Department was at
that time one that definitely gave back to the community that
graciously supported me."

Award for Distinguished Humanitarian
and Community Service
Laura Pettigrew BMus’07, MMus’01
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Laura Pettigrew is a pillar in Regina’s music community,
passionately promoting the arts, especially among youth.
She spends countless volunteer hours teaching and
promoting music and raising funds to enable opportunities
for underprivileged children in the fine arts.
She is an active volunteer with the Regina Music Festival
Board of Directors and co-ordinates the silent auction in
support of the Festival awards program. She also donates
scholarships to the Regina Festival, in addition to those in
Moose Jaw and Indian Head. As well, she arranges schedules
for woodwind and brass classes.
Carmichael Outreach is another organization to which
Pettigrew has donated significant time and effort. In 2008,
she co-ordinated an inner-city pancake breakfast and the
organization’s silent auction, which raised $9,000. Working
with the SIAST Professional Cooking program, she arranged
for soup to be prepared for Carmichael Outreach and
through the summer months she made soup herself to
ensure the program’s continuation.
Whenever there is a community initiative that promotes
music, Laura Pettigrew is sure to be involved. When she does
not find herself in a leadership role, she can often be found
playing the flute at various functions.
“I am most honoured and humbled as I volunteer for the pure
love and joy of helping others, as others have helped me along my
journey in life. Agencies near and dear to my heart are
Carmichael Outreach, the Food Bank, Marian Centre, Salvation
Army-Waterston House and Souls Harbour Rescue Mission. I
always find a way to donate food, clothing and blankets to the
aforementioned. Too many souls go unnoticed and it breaks my
heart to see a child in need as there is a basic human right and
that is the right to housing and food. Children need not suffer in
silence as they are innocent. Those who have never experienced
poverty or addiction have no understanding. One needs to walk
a mile in one’s moccasins/shoes, or for that matter bare foot, to
understand one’s situation.”

“Receiving the Dr. Robert and Norma Ferguson Award for
Outstanding Service is a wee bit overwhelming for a person of
humble Scottish/Canadian origins, especially when I hold the
Ferguson clan in such high esteem. I am truly humbled as well as
honoured to be receiving this award. Upon my retirement from
the provincial government earlier this year, a colleague described
me as ‘a blue collar guy with vision.’ That captures my modus
operandi as a human resource development practitioner and I
intend to continue serving the University community in
whatever capacity I can, given my appetite for it as ‘As One
Who Serves.’”

Dr. Robert and Norma Ferguson Award
for Outstanding Service
Donald Millard BA’74

Don Millard has played a pivotal role in the productive
relationship that exists between the University of Regina
and the provincial government. This spring, he retired from
his position as the University of Regina liaison for the
Saskatchewan Ministry of Advanced Education,
Employment and Labour—a position he held for 15 years.
In approaching the mutual needs of the University and
the province, Millard took a passionate, long-term view. He
was an early visionary in the development of the Liberal
Arts Co-operative Education Program and ensured that the
provincial government played a key role in creating paid
opportunities for students to stay in Saskatchewan and
cultivate their professional skills.
He worked to bridge gaps between the University of
Regina and SIAST respecting credit transfers and prepared
the concept that led to the Knowledge Corridor Strategic
Plan and promoted internationalization of the
Saskatchewan post-secondary system.
Among his extensive volunteer contributions in the
community was his support of the University of Regina’s
first fundraising campaign—Vision 20/20. Fitness being a
priority for Millard, he committed time and resources, on
and off the job, to the establishment of the U of R’s Centre
for Kinesiology, Health and Sport.
“I appreciate that the U of R has set a course for itself that
respects tradition while defining its future. It is important for
alumni to stay in touch with the U of R whether it is by means of
volunteering, financial contributions, reading the external
publications, joining the Fitness and Lifestyle Centre, attending
Rams and Cougars games, enjoying Fine Arts productions or
participating in public forums on campus. URAlum is an image
and brand that should be worn proudly.”
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“I went from someone who did not think that university was
even an option, to someone who was unsuccessful in the
classroom, to someone who graduated and achieved at a high
level in my time at the U of R. I have taken the lessons I learned
into my professional work. To go from thinking that I did not
belong there to being recognized by the University shows the
power of an expanded worldview and a great educational
setting. This ranks as one of my highest honours that I have
achieved in my life.”
Corey Matthews is an educator with a passion for leading
inner-city youth. Proud of his Métis heritage, he draws from
personal experience to relate to his students.
Working at Scott Collegiate, Matthews helped revitalize
the athletic program and brought success and pride to the
school as the junior boys’ basketball team won the city
championships in two of the past five years. He also coaches
the North Central Lakers bantam football team.
Outside of sports, Matthews serves organizations such as
Chili for Children and the North Central Family Centre.
Matthews’ other awards include the 2006 Regina Crime
Prevention Commission youth award and the Saskatchewan
Centennial Medal. He has also received nominations for the
National Métis Youth Role Model Award for Volunteer
Services.
“Alumni should do what they can to make sure that every
student is able to have access to the great education and
experience they did at the University of Regina. We can all do
things in our own way and at different levels, but I feel we have
a responsibility to keep the rich tradition of the U of R strong for
the next generation of learners.”

Outstanding Young Alumni Award
Corey Matthews BEd’03
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Struggle an
Luctor et emergo—Latin for
struggle and emerge—is the
motto of Monsignor “Père” Athol
Murray, the famous founder of
Athol Murray College of Notre
Dame in Wilcox, Saskatchewan.
While the college may be most
well known for its factory-like
production of professional
hockey players like Vincent
Lecavalier, Brad Richards and
Wendel Clark, equally notable
are its many connections to the
University of Regina—starting
with the College’s newest
president.

By Bill Armstrong
Photos by the University of Regina Photography Department and courtesy of Athol Murray College
of Notre Dame Archives and University of Regina Archives and Special Collections.
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Rob Palmarin BEd’85, president and director of education
of Athol Murray College of Notre Dame.

nd emerge
“Hi guys. Where are you headed to?” asks Rob Palmarin
BEd’85 of an energetic group of teens. It’s the second day of
the new school year, and the new president and director of
education at Athol Murray College of Notre Dame is buzzing
around the campus, overseeing students’ coming and goings.
Chatting up the streams of new and returning students is just
too tempting. Although he was installed as the College’s
newest president only in June 2009, one gets the sense that
Palmarin will soon have a mental file folder—with a first
name at the ready—on each of the approximately
325 students attending the school.
Out of the corner of his eye, Palmarin spots two girls piling
into a car by the Administration building. He quickly darts
over to remind the driver that student vehicles are off-limits
in the staff parking lot, and asks why are they driving around
at this time of day anyway.
“I’ll have a longer chat with those three later,” Palmarin
says as he resumes his walkabout. One visualizes another note
stuffed into the president’s mental filing cabinet. The
combination of Palmarin’s easygoing banter with students
and his insistence that they obey the rules illustrates the
Notre Dame approach espoused by the school’s legendary
founder, Père Athol Murray. He believed that the whole
person is formed through the disciplines of vigorous
intellectual exploration, wide-ranging respectful debate and
keen athletic competition. These were essential, Murray
believed, for young people to develop their faith, reasoning
abilities and leadership qualities—a process that takes place
inside and outside the classroom.
Palmarin has big shoes to fill, but he comes well prepared
for the job and is right in his element at Notre Dame. After
graduating from O’Neill High School in Regina, Palmarin
became a student-athlete at the University of Regina,
receiving his bachelor of education degree while playing five
seasons with the Regina Rams of the Prairie Junior Football
Conference under head coach Frank McCrystal. “I like to send
my boys his way,” Palmarin says of McCrystal, still the Rams’
head coach, but now representing the University of Regina in
Canada West football.
Palmarin taught and coached for three years at O’Neill
High School after he graduated from the University of Regina.
He then made what might appear to be an unusual career
move, heading off to the Franciscan University at
Steubenville, Ohio, where he received his master’s degree in
theology. It proved to be the right move at the right time.

“Jason Kenney and I were doing some pro-life work together,”
Palmarin recalls. “Jason’s father (Martin Kenney, who assumed
the role of president of the College after Murray’s death in
1975) and Fred Hill (another close friend of Murray’s, a
steadfast supporter of the College and a 2005 University of
Regina honorary degree recipient) asked me to head up the
religious studies department at Notre Dame. The curriculum
needed revamping, and I was up for a challenge. I felt a calling
to the work, and I went for it,” Palmarin says.

Being a surrogate parent for a group
of teenagers, Palmarin says, “is the
most difficult job, but also the most
rewarding. You get to know the
students well, and first thing you
know you’re visiting them and their
parents on your vacation!”
He spent the next 18 years at the school, teaching,
coaching and serving as vice-principal. He was dean of
spiritual development for 10 years, and an assistant
houseparent for three years. (Since the College’s inception,
being a staff member has required multitasking roles and
responsibilities.) Being a surrogate parent for a group of
teenagers, Palmarin says, “is the most difficult job, but also the
most rewarding. You get to know the students well, and first
thing you know you’re visiting them and their parents on
your vacation!”
In 2008, Palmarin and his family returned to Regina, where
he was vice-principal at Riffel High School. However, he once
again felt “a little divine pull” leading him back to Wilcox,
this time to the top job at Notre Dame.
“Living in Regina is more comfortable and convenient,”
Palmarin explains, “but I was presented with a challenge in my
professional and faith life, and so I took a leave of absence from
the Regina Catholic School Board and went for the
opportunity.”
Following his march across campus, back in his office
Palmarin scans the list of teachers and administrators
beginning the new school year at Notre Dame. About a third of
them graduated from the College and then went on to further
education at the University of Regina before finding their way
back to Wilcox.
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Top left: University of Regina women’s hockey
head coach Sarah Howald and assistant Terry
O’Malley on the ice at a Univeristy of Regina
women’s hockey practice. Both are Notre Dame
alumnus.
Top centre: In her 23 years as a teacher at
Notre Dame, Alice Dumba has taught, coached,
mentored, billeted and experienced living in
dorms with students. Here Dumba shares a
laugh with students in her English class.
Top right: Mo Bundon, Notre Dame chair of the
Board of Regents, and Rob Palmarin go over
budget items at a recent meeting.
At left: President Rob Palmarin is surrounded by
enthusiastic students during an afternoon of
early semester shenanigans on the Notre Dame
campus.

Other staff members, past and present, came to the college
by different routes. Once there though, they seem to stay for a
long time. Alice Dumba BEd’85, for example, attended high
school in her hometown, Dysart, and then received her
bachelor of education degree from the University of Regina. She
taught at Burstall in western Saskatchewan before her career
path brought her to the College in 1986. Dumba has taught,
coached, mentored, billeted and experienced living in dorms
with students. She is also director of communications for the
College. Dumba expresses a common theme among past and
present staff members: “It’s not a job; it’s a way of life. We are all
part of each other’s extended families.”
Terry O’Malley is a Hound (the College’s most famous team
name) who came to Notre Dame a bit later in life. O’Malley
grew up and played junior hockey in Toronto, later joining
Canada’s national team and representing Canada at three
Olympic Winter Games. After his hockey career ended, he
came to Notre Dame to teach and coach, eventually serving as
president of the College from 2003 to 2006. He also wrote a
master’s thesis chronicling Père Murray’s 42-year struggle to
establish a full bachelor of arts program at Notre Dame.
O’Malley now serves as a volunteer coach with the U of R
women’s Cougars hockey team, assisting head coach Sarah
Howald BEd’98, MEd’05, who has both Hound and Cougars
pedigrees.
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Howald came from a small town in Ontario to complete
her last two years of high school at the College, following in
her older brother’s footsteps. During her time there she played
soccer, hockey, track and field, and team handball. Living in
a dorm at age 15 with a diverse group of people helps you
grow up quickly, she says.
“Balancing academics with sports and your dorm jobs
teaches you how to manage your time,” Howald adds. “You
find that the ones who are busy are the most successful.”
After she completed her Grade 12 in 1992, Howald studied
for her BA at Dartmouth College, where she played hockey
and track and field. She then coached at Notre Dame while
she completed her bachelor and master’s of education degrees
at the U of R. Howald networks with people who have ties to
both schools. “Regina is full of people from Notre Dame,” she
adds.
One such person is Mo Bundon, who currently chairs the
College’s Board of Regents. (He is also past chair of the U of R’s
Board of Governors.) His connection with Notre Dame began
when he left his home in Prince Albert at age 13 to begin high
school. He completed high school and the first two years of an
arts degree at the College, while also captaining the hockey
team under renowned coach Bill Liskowich. “An incredible
guy,” says Bundon. (Liskowich would later coach the U of R
men’s Cougars hockey team for 12 seasons.)

“I thrived in the residential setting,” Bundon recalls. “You
learn a lot about yourself when you live with your peers and
teammates, and you’re all accountable for cooking, cleaning
and other chores in the dorms. Today, when I go to Wilcox I
see a peaceful, pastoral community and I think, ‘This is a great
learning environment.’”
Bundon describes his experience learning from Père
Murray with relish. “He was always using symbolism from the
past to make comparisons with current events in everyday
life,” says Bundon, “and he had the capacity, like a lot of great
people, to convince you that his message was for you alone.
Père’s favourite activity was to go to the basement of Lane Hall
(a former bank building turned library and classroom, where
Murray had copies of friezes from the Parthenon installed) and
have what he called a symposium—a lively debate on politics
or events in the news. He challenged us to think big and take
responsibility.”
Besides chairing the College’s Board of Regents, Bundon is
senior vice-president and chief operating officer of The Hill
Companies, a collection of businesses established by Fred Hill
and his descendents (including son Paul whose $10 million
donation to the University of Regina created the Paul J. Hill
School of Business). The Board’s first objective, he says, is to
ensure the school is able to welcome students of all financial
abilities.
“I appreciated the great diversity of people at Notre Dame,”
Bundon says. “I wouldn’t want a school filled only with kids
who could afford to go.” Fundraising provides bursaries for
about 150 students, he notes, including four to six each year
from Regina’s North Central neighbourhood.

From humble
beginnings

Mo Bundon, former chair of
the University of Regina Board
of Governors.

Palmarin believes the best contribution U of R and Notre
Dame grads can make to the College is to send their kids there.
Reflecting back on his own experiences as a teacher, coach and
houseparent, and now as the president, Palmarin views a
Notre Dame education as a series of passages that form wellrounded individuals who are able to contribute to their
community.
“When kids leave Notre Dame they’ve encountered not
only the academic, physical and athletic journey, but also the
relationship journey and the spiritual journey,” Palmarin
explains. “We plant the seeds for an ongoing conversation
about the big questions of life, preparing our Hounds so they
can be leaders in the U of R community, or wherever else life
may take them.” D
Bill Armstrong is a freelance writer and communications consultant
in Regina.

“When I look at Notre Dame and the U
of R,” says Mo Bundon, chair of the
Board of Regents for Athol Murray
College of Notre Dame, and past chair of
the University of Regina’s Board of
Governors, “I see two great prairie
educational institutions that have
emerged from humble beginnings. Both
schools have been served by dedicated
individuals, and it’s our job now to
ensure they continue to grow and
prosper.”
Both schools reflect the hopes of
Saskatchewan’s early settlers, who
aspired to higher education for their
children. The University of Regina traces
its origin to 1911, when a group of
public-spirited citizens established
Regina College (housed in what is now
the College Building on College Avenue)
as a residential high school under the

auspices of the Methodist Church.
Starting with just 27 students, the
school became a junior college affiliated
with the University of Saskatchewan in
1925, offering the first two years of
courses toward a degree, with a
particularly strong fine arts program.
In 1934 the United Church, the
successor to the Methodist Church,
relinquished Regina College to the
University of Saskatchewan, and it
ceased to be a denominational
institution. It continued as a junior
college until 1959 when it received full
degree-granting status as Regina
Campus of the University of
Saskatchewan. The school continued to
develop its own identity, eventually
becoming an independent degreegranting institution—the University of
Regina—in 1974.
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The history of Athol Murray College
of Notre Dame is inextricably
associated with its founder, the
legendary Monsignor “Père” Athol
Murray. What is less well known is
that the Sisters of Charity of St. Louis
began teaching primary school in
their newly established Notre Dame
Convent in Wilcox in 1920, and high
school classes in a building across the
street in 1921.
Père Murray was assigned as parish
priest for Wilcox and area in 1927.
From the start he made daily visits to
the school, passing out books to
students, sometimes dramatizing
excerpts from them, and discussing
with the students the significance of
what they’d read. Murray also
organized boys from the school and
village into a hockey team that played
exhibition games in towns in the
surrounding area. These activities
formed the foundation of Murray’s
embryonic Notre Dame College.
In a very direct way, the dire
economic and social conditions
caused by drought and the Great
Depression were the catalysts for
Murray’s efforts to expand the school
by creating a post-secondary arts
program at Notre Dame. Rather than
see students from the Wilcox area
languish after leaving high school for
lack of tuition, or work at building
roads for a dollar a day in government
make-work projects, Murray resolved
to create his own “wee Oxford” on the
plains south of Regina.
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After being rebuffed repeatedly by
Walter Murray, the president of the
University of Saskatchewan, the
persuasive Père Murray achieved an
affiliation agreement with the
University of Ottawa in 1933. The
agreement was renewed every five
years until Père died, in spite of
shortages of money, facilities and
equipment, not to mention an
overworked staff—testament to the
founder’s vision and his enduring
faith that God would deliver “another
Notre Dame miracle.”
After Murray’s death in 1975,
however, the Notre Dame alumni and
supporters who assumed leadership
realized that Murray’s dream of a full
liberal arts program could not be
fulfilled. The school returned to its
roots as a residential high school,
offering a demanding program of
academics, sports and faith formation,
“a non-sectarian college under Roman
Catholic auspices,” as Murray
described it. (No student was ever
turned away from Notre Dame
because of his or her faith, or lack of it,
but the development of each student’s
spiritual life was certainly part of the
College’s program.)
Today both schools are enriched by
the many formal and informal links
between them. For example, a
representative from the College sits
on the University of Regina Senate,
and U of R grads often serve as
members of the College’s Board of
Regents. The Paul Hill School of

Business at the U of R gives preference
to Notre Dame grads for the Paul Hill
Scholarships in Business Ethics. Each
year Hill also supports 10 Paul and
Carol Hill Scholarships for students
taking courses in Catholic Studies
through Campion College, a federated
college operated by the Jesuits. The
scholarships cover the tuition for up
to four courses, with preference given
to students coming from Notre Dame.
The 25 high school graduates who
make up the Notre Dame Hounds of
the Saskatchewan Junior Hockey
League use the opportunity while
playing to upgrade their high school
qualifications and take one or two
courses from U of R instructors who
travel to the College.
From his perspective as someone
who has helped to guide both schools,
Mo Bundon sees even more
opportunities for interaction between
the two institutions, particularly
through Campion College. He would
also like to see U of R scholars
accessing the rich archival material at
Notre Dame, and closer connections
between the libraries at the two
institutions.
“There are so many reasons why it
just makes sense for the U of R and
Notre Dame to build on their past,”
Bundon says, “for the benefit of future
students who will be exposed to the
positive learning experiences these
institutions have to offer.”

Above left: The Hounds of
Notre Dame take to the
ice under the watchful
eye of Monsignor “Père”
Athol Murray. The original
photo is on loan to the
Hockey Hall of Fame in
Toronto. Above right:
Regina College Field Day,
June 1927. Photo courtesy
of University of Regina
Archives and Special
Collections, Lurleen A.
(Gish) Lockwood
Collection.

Cheryl Toth has served as chaplain at Luther College since
2002. We sat down with her to get some of her thoughts on
her role at the federated college and on the value of attending
a post-secondary institution based in Christian faith.
D What’s the best thing about being
chaplain at Luther College at the
University of Regina?
The opportunity to interact every day
with a wide range of people about
matters that are of fundamental
importance to them. It’s a privilege to
be let into people’s lives like that.
D What attracted you to the work?
I love interacting with university
students because it is such a formative
time in their life and there is great
potential for things to go well or to go
wrong. A chaplain is someone who
walks with them as they grow through
that period of their life and, hopefully,
reminds them that they are eternally
loved and have a purpose in living—
maybe one they are just discovering.
Most days it feels like what it is—a
vocation that speaks to the deepest
sense of who I am and what I believe.
D What can a faith-based
educational experience bring to a
student’s post-secondary experience
that they wouldn’t get otherwise?
“As one who serves,” the U of R motto,
is from the Christian scriptures and
reflects Luther College’s belief that
education is a way of serving both the
student and God. Our approach to
education is a holistic one. It demands
that we think in a multidisciplinary
fashion, reflect on the values inherent
in whatever we do, acknowledge the
dignity of each student and strive to
help them achieve their potential. For
me personally, having faith in a
campus setting does not mean trying
to make other people believe what I
believe. It means interacting with them
in such a way that some measure of
the love and grace of God and the
divine passion for justice and peace in
the world is seen in what we do and
how we do it.
D Can you share a workplace
incident that made you think, “Yes,
I’m in the right place doing the work
I was meant to do”?

There are so many. One from the past
year is when a young Muslim woman
dropped in to my office to tell me how
excited she was to celebrate the end of
Ramadan with her friends. She shared
a little about what she had discovered
about her faith during that month and
I thought, “Yes, this is why I’m here.
She knows that I support her in
developing her faith and that her
spiritual life, as well as her intellectual
life, is valued on this campus.”
D What was the most gratifying
charitable cause you have
undertaken?
On campus it has been the
development of the fair-trade fairs we
hold every year—one in November and
one in February. Helping people help
themselves.
D You are a part-time master’s
student studying women and gender
issues. How has the student
experience affected the way you
approach your day-to-day duties?
It has made me acutely conscious of
deadlines and has given me a better
appreciation of the stresses of student
life. And we can always commiserate
together about where we are in the
paper that’s due next week!
D What’s your favourite movie?
Crash—a difficult but memorable film
about racism. Or, on days when I want
something lighter, The Princess Bride.
There are some great lines in it!
D You are involved in the University
of Regina Curling Club. What do you
enjoy the most about the roaring
game?
So many things—getting to know
people from all parts of the campus,
learning a sport I’d never played before,
occasionally making a great shot,
developing upper body strength
through sweeping, exercising my brain
by guessing what shot should be next
and, of course, beer and popcorn
afterwards. I’d recommend it to anyone.
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Focal Point

Bradley Olson BFA’98 was born and raised in
Regina, Saskatchewan. He studied ceramics under
Jack Sures at the University of Regina from 1993 to
1998 and graduated with a BFA in ceramics. In
2000, after he took a photography class from
Don Hall, the manager of the University of Regina
Photography Department, he decided to seriously
pursue this newfound interest. He studied
photography at NSCAD University in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, from 2002 to 2004 and graduated with a
BFA in photography. In 2005, Olson entered the
MFA program at Ohio State University in
Columbus, Ohio. In 2007 he graduated with an
MFA in photography. He has been living and
working in Ohio since 2007 and is currently
teaching in the Art Department at Ohio State
University and one of its regional campuses, Ohio
State University at Lima, in Lima, Ohio.
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One of Olson’s favourite quotes comes from
American photographer Duane Michals: “Trust that
little voice in your head that says ‘Wouldn't it be
interesting if . . .’ and then do it.”
Olson says that despite the apparently dissimilar
subjects of the two photography projects
represented on the following pages, the approach
to making the images is closely related. The
series of images on pages 22 and 23 are from a
project being made near and within a small
wooded area along the historic Muskingum River,
in southeast Ohio. A tributary of the Ohio River,
the Muskingum River has played a vital role for
both trade and communication throughout much of
Ohio’s history.
The second series of images on pages 24 and 25
are from a project being made inside a used
furniture store located in Lima, Ohio. Olson’s
experience in Lima has served as an enchanting
introduction to a “typical” Midwestern town
marked by a storied blue-collar work ethic. This
work ethic closely followed the rise of industry in
this area once a part of the iron belt and still
perseveres now that it is unwittingly part of the
rust belt.

Focal Point
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“I am currently working within both the landscape
and still life genres, and I am motivated, not
burdened, by established pictorial conventions.
The photographs are not planned or composed in
advance of the travel to each site, and are the
result of patient observation and contemplation of
the subject over a sustained period of time. My
prevailing thematic concerns with both projects
are studying the changes, large and small,
occurring within an ordinary environment that
results from a local Midwestern economy.”
-Bradley Olson
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Life teacher, eterna

In 2005, Paul Antrobus, Luther College
psychology professor emeritus, fell off the roof
of his Buffalo Pound cottage and broke his neck
in three places. Though he would never again
do the things he loved: cross-country ski, cycle,
canoe with Kay, his wife of 50 years, or brush
the hair from the face of his grandchildren, he
never let his misfortune dampen his spirit. In
fact, in his estimation, the accident is a gift that
has sent the teacher on an exciting new journey
of learning.

Paul and Kay Antrobus.
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By Brittany Staines BAdmin’03
Photos by University of Regina Photography Department.

T

he kind of help Paul Antrobus gets from the
students in his Psych 496 class is far from the usual
brand of schoolroom assistance. He asks one student
to manoeuvre him into position. He asks another to
wipe a drop of sweat off his nose. The students are happy to
oblige.
Paul Antrobus is a quadriplegic, confined to a wheelchair
he can’t control and a ventilator that breathes for him. But
on a warm September night, as he delivers yet another
lecture, it’s obvious that even after 36 years, teaching is one
of his greatest passions. Suddenly, in the middle of a
sentence, an expression of frustration floods his face. He
stops—forced to wait for his ventilator to feed him enough
oxygen so he can begin to speak again. The students review
their notes, waiting patiently until he can continue.
Four summers ago, Antrobus was finishing work on the
new roof of his Buffalo Pound cottage when he fell to the
ground. He remembers nothing of the incident but supposes
he “took the quick way down.”
The alignment of curious details prevents Antrobus from
believing the fall was an accident. He had just placed the last
screws in the new steel roof; his son, Kevin, who provided
him 45 minutes of artificial respiration while waiting for the
ambulance, had just finished an emergency responders’
course. Instead, Antrobus believes it was a subconscious yet
deliberate act. “My soul arranged the fall very precisely so
that I could continue learning at a more profound level,”
explains Antrobus. “It liberated me from the physical things
I used to do so I could enter a journey of learning more about
myself.”
As Antrobus learned, students called upon him to
continue to teach. Teaching was a natural desire, but first he
had obstacles to overcome. In the early days in intensive
care, unable to speak, he communicated using an alphabet
sheet, spelling out single words by blinking when a family
member pointed to the right letter. As he was weaned from
such invasive technology, it took time to learn to speak
using a ventilator. Along the way, he learned to use adaptive
technologies including voice command software and a jawoperated mouse.
Upon addressing physical considerations, Antrobus
returned to the classroom in 2007. Luther College welcomed
back one of its first professors, a man who helped shape its
identity and contributed to its reputation as a fun place to
live and learn.
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Students travel to Wascana Rehabilitation Centre where Antrobus delivers a senior level psychology class to U of R students.

Art Krentz is a former Luther College dean. He hired
Antrobus in 1973 and remembers well his modus operandi. It
wasn’t unheard of for Antrobus to greet students in his
introductory classes wearing Rollerblades and his University
of Waterloo academic robes of bright green and red taffeta or
dressing up on Halloween in orange clothing with a giant
pumpkin on his head. Luther College faculty member Bryan
Hillis says of Antrobus, “He was always doing wacky things
like that.”
Antrobus also drew curiosity for his modes of travel to
the University. Living nearby, he never drove to work.
Instead, he relied on his athleticism. “I travelled to school
through the park in just about every way that you can think
of,” says Antrobus. “I cross-country skied, I roller-skated,
Rollerbladed, snow-shoed, biked, walked, jogged and
occasionally I would actually hippity-hop.”
To many, Antrobus was a real-life personification of Back
to the Future’s Doc. With his flowing white hair, the
resemblance is uncanny. To others, Antrobus was Snoopy to
Krentz’s Charlie Brown. At the Luther College variety nights,
the pair entertained students with a sketch from You’re a
Good Man, Charlie Brown, Antrobus delivering the necessary
level of exuberance—going crazy when Charlie feeds the
starving Snoopy, who thinks he is going to die of hunger.
Antrobus was a fixture in community life at Luther
College and attended activities and dances. Comparing his
movements to that of a rubber band, Krentz notes that
“nobody dances like Paul.”
Antrobus was the initiator of much of the fun that
characterizes Luther College to this day. A game of his
invention is Muckby. When springtime turned the skating
rink into a giant mud pit, Antrobus organized a game where
teams wade through the mud trying to get a football into a
garbage can on the opposite side. The game was such a hit
that it made the CBC National News (although in the eyes of
the Luther cleaning staff it wasn’t so popular).
Whimsical though Antrobus may be, he is a profound
academic. With in-depth study in psychology, religious
studies and physics, he blurs the boundaries within the body
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of knowledge. “He was interdisciplinary long before
interdisciplinary was a term we all threw about,” says Hillis.
Antrobus is inspired by the diverse quartet of minds of
Albert Einstein, David Bohm, Carl Jung and Jiddu
Krishnamurti. “The great thinkers were always deep,
isolated and put down,” he observes. He is hopeful that they
are becoming more widely accepted.

“Consciousness, according to
quantum physics and world religion,
is what we are,” says Antrobus.
When you understand yourself as
consciousness, “the mysteries of life
begin to unfold and the journey
towards the end of life becomes
much clearer.”
Antrobus has left a lasting impression on academics at
the University of Regina. According to Hillis, “There was a
time here when it was considered that only neuropsychology was legitimate. He kept alive the idea of
humanistic psychology.” Although the University of Regina
has a long-standing tradition of outstanding experts in
neuropsychology, Antrobus looked at how we are shaped by
our environment, relationships and experiences. “Now
humanistic psychology is more widely accepted than in the
’70s when Paul was arguing for it. Today, you have some of
the best psychologists being recognized for their
contributions to humanistic psychology. That, to me, is his
greatest contribution to this University—keeping that door
open when others were looking to close it.”
Much of Antorbus’ research has been shaped by
counselling, an activity at which Hillis estimates Antrobus
spent two to three hours every day before his retirement.
The effect of his generosity on students is profound. “I’ll
never forget Paul coming out of an office, putting his arm
around somebody and saying ‘we’ll see you next week. Let’s

Left: Antrobus and wife Kay share a quiet moment at an out of the way corner of the Wascana Rehabilitation Centre in Regina. Centre: Using assistive
technologies like this mouth-controlled mouse opens a world of possibilities to Antrobus who uses the Internet and e-mail to teach his classes and stay
in touch with friends and family. Right: Antrobus catches up on some e-mails in his Wascana Rehabilitation Centre room.

talk again,’” recalls Hillis. “Chances are Paul’s door was
closed not because he wasn’t in, but because there was a
student talking to Paul about his or her issues. People knew
they could approach him.”
The secret to Antrobus’ ability to earn trust lies in his
candour. “I was honest, honest in the classroom, honest in
counselling,” says Antrobus. “When people realize that you
are being honest, they don’t have a lot of trouble trusting
you.”
Beyond honesty, Krentz notes that he encourages
students to take ownership of their situations. “He’s
sympathetic, but not in a way that takes power away from
them. He assures them that they need to take responsibility
for themselves.”
While Antrobus is challenging as a counsellor, he is the
same way as a professor. “He really, really pushed me,” says
Hillis, who took a number of classes from Antrobus and
later became dean. “That’s what Paul does—he pushes
people to their maximum that he feels they can do.”
Antrobus notes the importance of personal
accommodation. “My goal is to meet students where they
are, not where I think they should be.” Fads come and go,
but he acknowledges that one needs the opportunity to try
them out. He views his role as “trying to help them learn
how to think and pay attention.”
In Antrobus’s classes, thinking and paying attention lead
to a more profound level of learning, and students are
rewarded intrinsically through marks. “Students were told
that if they could memorize the textbook, they could get a
good pass—maybe a 60 or 70 per cent,” explains Antrobus.
“If they proved they could apply it to real life situations,
they were up to the 70s or low 80s. If they could teach me
anything, they were likely to get in the 90s.”
Antrobus continues to pursue an ambitious agenda of
learning. Consciousness is the key enabler. “Consciousness,
according to quantum physics and world religion, is what
we are,” says Antrobus. When you understand yourself as
consciousness, “the mysteries of life begin to unfold and the
journey towards the end of life becomes much clearer.”

Exploring one’s consciousness is a key activity in the
seniors’ discussion group that he leads. In this setting, his
students differ from typical undergrads in that “most of
them realize that decades of education have been somewhat
inadequate about things spiritual,” says Antrobus. They look
for help as they face the future. “Part of my goal is to help
people deal with their guilt and fear, anxiety and shame.”
In January 2010, he will lead a course through the Seniors
Education Centre in which he guides participants in writing
their own spiritual biographies. Because of popular demand,
a second section of the new course is being considered.
Antrobus is especially eager for this next phase of his
teaching career.
The uninhibited Antrobus, who is quick to count his
blessings, will continue enjoying life’s gifts. He is a regular
contributor to the Regina Leader-Post’s letters to the editor in
which he celebrates the natural and man-made wonders of
his world. He also shares his joy of the human experience—
marriage, parenthood, learning and teaching.
Antrobus intends to continue teaching until he “cashes in
his molecules,” at which point his consciousness will take
over. “I don’t intend to quit learning when I die,” he says
with a wry smile. D
Brittany Staines is a freelance writer and communications
consultant in Regina.
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The apps

of their
eye

They are ubiquitous.
In the hands (and on the
ears) of millions of people
around the globe. They
are smartphones—the
mobile devices that take
pictures, send e-mail,
browse the Internet, play
movies or music or games
and do a variety of other
functions that in the notso-distant past was the
sole domain of the
personal computer. Oh
yeah, you can also phone
your granny with one.

2) The iPhone definitely makes my
life easier, and it is an important
part of how I stay connected with
my field. As a personal digital
resource, there is nothing better
currently available.

Alec Couros

According to Gartner Research,
worldwide sales of smartphones
reached 40 million in this year’s
second quarter alone. By 2011,
smartphone sales are expected to hit
400 million a year and surpass the
sales of personal computers.
So what’s all the fuss about?
Degrees asked six iPhone users on
campus to tell us about their
relationship with their smartphone
and their favourite applications.
1) How much time do you use your
iPhone each day?
2) Your iPhone falls into which of the
following categories: can take it or
leave it; nice to have; makes my
life easier; can’t live without it.
3) Tell us about your favourite apps
and why they are your favourites?
4) What would be your killer app?
(One that doesn’t exist but would
become your favourite.)

Alec Couros is an associate professor
of educational technology and media
and the Information and
Communication Technologies
co-ordinator in the Faculty of
Education. He has been an iPhone
user since it was introduced in
Canada.

1) It depends. For normal research
and use of applications, likely one
to two hours. However, it can be
several more hours if I am video
streaming an event through the
iPhone.

3) For work, I find Evernote very
useful. This application allows me
to take voice, visual or text notes
and forward them to myself
online. Additionally, it allows me
to access notes and research I
have recorded using the desktop
app. Evernote, both the desktop
and iPhone app, allows me to
keep my research and teaching life
well organized and is great for
recording ideas and thoughts.
Qik is a video streaming
application that is a real game
changer. The app allows you to
stream and record video from your
phone where it can be viewed live
from any computer in the world. I
have used it to stream conference
events and other educational
activities. One time, I used it from
a toy store at a U.S. airport to
communicate with my four-yearold. She was missing her dad, and
using this application she was
able to pick out a stuffed animal
from the toy store shelf for me to
bring home to her. She was even
more excited when I returned
home.
4) One that assessed papers and
students’ work? Okay, that may be
a stretch. Actually, I think
the future is very close. Consider
Yelp, an application that uses
geolocation combined with
customer reviews. The latest
version uses something called
augmented reality. By pointing the
phone at what you see with your
camera, data is overlayed so that
you can tell what businesses or
landmarks are in the area.
Augmented reality is likely to be
the next big thing.
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Far left: David Gerhard in his office.
At left: Jane Uttaranakorn and Trevor
Cunningham.

David Gerhard is an associate
professor in the Department of
Computer Science. He is also an
associate with the Department of
Music. He has only had his iPhone
for two months but was a long time
user of the iPod Touch (essentially
the same device as the iPhone
without the phone).

1) Hours and hours. I use it for
everything—navigating in my car,
reading my e-mail, taking pictures
of the kids, searching for obscure
pop culture references, tracking
my workouts, playing games,
listening to music and occasionally
making a phone call.
2) I could probably live without it
but I would be much more tied to
my laptop. I am finding it more
and more the universal
convergence device I expected it
to be. When I’m getting ready to
leave the house, I make sure I
have my wallet and my iPhone.
3) I have recently started running, so
I have been using Run Keeper to
track my workouts—it records
time, distance, GPS track, pace
and overall intensity. Very cool. I
can look back on my previous
runs and see how I am improving.
I also use this and other GPS
applications to help me find my
way around a new city, and
occasionally geocache.
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At the University, one of my
research themes is new ways of
using computer technology to
interact with music. I have been
investigating Bebot, a new music
interface that uses the multitouch
surface to slide around on musical
scales, and uses a smart grid to
slide into the right note, so you
can move around all you want but
still play a tune. Kind of like an
intelligent theremin. There are
many other music applications on
the app store, especially from the
developer company named smule,
and I have been using OSCemote
to send touch screen and
accelerometer data to my
computer to interface with more
traditional music software.

Jane Uttaranakorn and her husband
Trevor Cunningham are both iPhone
users. Uttaranakorn works for the
International Test Centre Office of
Administration and Communications
and Cunningham is a web developer
and graphic designer at the Teaching
and Learning Centre. Each has been
using their iPhone for just over a
year.

4) Using the phone to pay for things
directly would be my killer app. If
you could swipe your phone like a
credit card, you wouldn’t have to
carry a wallet around. It might
even be more secure than your
credit card, because if you lost
your phone, you can do a remote
wipe to erase the phone, and you
always have a complete backup
on your computer at home.

3) Uttaranakorn: ToyCamera is an
awesome app, I used it a lot to
document my days. For work,
there’s no specific app, it’s a
group of apps and features that
really make my life easier—
reminder, calendar, e-mail, news,
maps, recipes, Twitterrific, CBC
Radio, etc. Cunningham: Things by
Cultured Code. I use it for tracking
everything I should have done but
haven’t. The iPhone app syncs
with the desktop version.
MUST.EAT.BIRDS! It’s a wacky,
wonderful game and the fauxJapanese style is over the top. The
best part is when you reach
Maximum Bake!

1) Uttaranakorn: Ten to 14 hours.
Cunningham: Twelve to 16 hours.
2) Uttaranakorn: I can live without it
but that would make me feel
really uncomfortable. Cunningham:
I can no longer live without it. I
would require intensive
deprogramming sessions were it
taken from me.

4) Uttaranakorn: The one that I can
use my phone as a TV remote
control, that’s a start!
Cunningham: An app that would
teleport people or things over
Wi-Fi (assuming an appropriate
data plan exists).

Far left: Luiggi Benedicenti
At left: Taryn Romanowich

Luiggi Benedicenti is an associate
dean and professor in the Faculty of
Engineering and Applied Science. He
has owned an iPhone since it was
first introduced in Canada in July
2008. In fact, Benedicenti was one of
those Canadians who stood in line at
a local mall on the day of its
introduction.

1) I use my iPhone a minimum of
one hour each day as I listen to
audiobooks and podcasts during
my lunch break, when I exercise
and every time I walk
around campus. Sometimes I look
a bit odd but I love the
connectedness.
2) I lived a good life without the
iPhone, but I admit that the
iPhone has improved my life in
many subtle ways, especially in
terms of making me productive
and active in more places. For
example, I now do not dread lines
at the bank and supermarket,
traffic slowdowns affect me much
less and business travel is more
varied. Now that I can access the
Canadian Health Database from
my phone I can eat better and
healthier, even if I do not prepare
my own lunch. So the category I’d
put the iPhone in is “thank
goodness you’re here!”
3) I have many favourite apps. I have
60 apps installed in my iPhone.
My favourite for work is the web
browser, Safari. I can check my
mail and calendar, and any links I
am sent from the phone, without
the need to bring my laptop

everywhere I go. It is especially
useful to check new e-mail in
between two meetings that leave
me no time to go back to the
office. Two excellent applications
for fun are Peggle and Flight
Control. I use Pano to take
panoramic pictures—which is very
good for Saskatchewan. I also like
Groovemaker to make simple
songs.
4) My ideal application would be a
system to create songs in an easy
and intuitive way, in a simple
remix fashion, with “live”
modifiable loops and tempo, to
introduce variations with ease. No
such application exists yet but I
am optimistic.

Taryn Romanowich is a fourth-year
kinesiology and health studies
student studying athletic therapy.
She never goes anywhere without
her iPhone, which has been by her
side for about one year.

1) Constantly. I couldn’t put a time
on it, that’s how much time I am
using it. Whether I’m using for
music, or talking and texting on it,
it always serves a function in my
day.

3) I don’t have just one favourite
app so I’ll just pick from the list.
Shazam would definitely be up
there. It’s always frustrating when
you hear a song you like but
don’t know what it’s called.
Thanks to this app, you never
have to face those frustrations
again. Work related, I really like
Netter’s Anatomy. I am a student
therapist and anatomy is a very
important part of my job. I use it
as a study tool, or when I need to
quickly remember where a
structure is. Well worth the
money.
4) There literally is an app for
everything, just like they say. I
think right now at this point in my
student career, a universityorientated app like the University
of Saskatchewan launched would
be very beneficial. It’s a great way
of connecting the students with
their university, and I think it’s
something we could really benefit
from. I have my phone on me at
all times, as where my computer,
not so much. Accessibility to
things like UR Courses just by
turning my phone on would be
great.

2) If I had to pick a category, “can’t
live without it.” If I could make
my own category, “where have
you been all my life?” suits it
better.
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For Adam Hicks BBA’08, charity begins with a home.
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and go home

by B.D. Miller BA(Hons)’89, BJ’95

U of R grad Adam Hicks
BBA’08, hammer and
paintbrush in hand, is
building a reputation for
changing lives—
one home at a time.

GO
BIG

A

Adam Hicks says he always
wanted to be his own boss
so he could make the big
decisions. Based on the
results so far, Hicks has an
extreme aptitude for both.
At age 24, less than two years after
graduating from the University of
Regina’s business administration
program with a major in management,
Hicks operates his own successful home
renovation and landscaping company in
Regina called Cloud 9. He’s also the
driving force behind the Regina Extreme
Home Makeover, an ongoing charity
aimed at changing the lives of families
in need by providing one lucky family
each year with a major renovation of
their home.
Just how extreme is an “extreme
home makeover”? Hicks says the
existing house is stripped down to the
frame and virtually rebuilt from scratch.
Most of the materials and labour are
donated by local contractors and home
improvement companies, which Hicks
recruits as sponsors.
For Hicks, the road to becoming a
successful local entrepreneur and
philanthropist has been relatively short.
After completing high school in
Lumsden, he enrolled in pre-business at
the U of R in 2003, graduating with a
bachelor of business administration in
May 2008. He established his first
business—a painting company—during
his third year of university. The lessons
learned from that first business enabled
Hicks to incorporate Cloud 9, a full-scale
home renovation company, as soon as
he graduated. Cloud 9 has been thriving
ever since. Hicks says he typically
employs 10 to 15 people throughout the
year, depending on his company’s
workload, as well as using the services of
a number of plumbers, electricians and
other subcontractors.
As successful as he’s been, Hicks is
committed to making Cloud 9 an even
better company in the years ahead.
“Every year you learn new things as a
businessman. I’ll never stop learning
new things and figuring out new
processes and better techniques in how
to run the business.”
Hicks applies that same drive and
dedication to his charitable endeavours.
Two years ago, he whetted his appetite
for charity by getting involved with

Dancing With Regina’s Stars. He was
taking a class in ballroom dancing at the
time, and one of his instructors asked
him to run with the idea of a local
charity event based on the “Dancing
With The Stars” television program.
“I took full charge of it, and it was a
huge success with the (Regina) dancing
community. It was absolutely amazing.
We raised a ton of money for charity.”
The event involved several local
celebrities, who each worked with local
dance instructors to develop a couple of
dance routines that were performed on a
special night at the Conexus Arts
Centre. The money raised by selling
tickets to the event was divided up
among several charities chosen by the
celebrities.

The “grand reveal” was
attended by hundreds of
people outside the
Culbert home on Fleet
Street in their Glencairn
neighbourhood in east
Regina. The house was
hidden behind a bus as
the crowd waited for the
big moment and chanted
“move that bus, move
that bus!”
“Dancing With Regina’s Stars is what
got me started,” Hicks says. “It got me
thinking that I could do something big
for charity.”
In the wake of Dancing With
Regina’s Stars, Hicks tried to conceive of
another big charitable event that would
allow him to give back to the
community in a major way. He settled
on the idea of doing an extreme home
makeover for a local family in need, a
concept that’s also based on a popular
television program.
“It was such a perfect fit. I knew a lot
about that (home renovation) stuff
already, and I’ve done big events before.
And I wanted to do something big,
something that could totally change
somebody’s life.”
Organizing the First Annual Regina
Extreme Home Makeover became Hicks’
de facto full-time job for about three
months. “Actually, it was like two full-

time jobs,” he says. “I worked 80 to 100
hours every single week. The good thing
is I run my own business, which gave
me some flexibility. I had one of my
guys step up and help me run the
business while I was doing this.”
As soon as he’d settled on the home
makeover concept, Hicks immediately
started working the phones and
recruiting sponsors. “I literally just
picked up the phone book and started
calling. I made a quick list of what I
thought I needed for sponsors and just
kept calling until I’d filled every spot.”
He says basing the event on a popular
home renovation television program
helped him sell the concept to sponsors.
“They’d seen it on TV. I didn’t have to
explain a whole new concept. We had to
change a few things, but they could
understand it very easily, which helped
a lot.”
Hicks also had to advertise the event
to attract applications from families in
need, as well as establish a committee to
choose five finalists from the nearly
70 applications. The committee was also
tasked with choosing the recipient of
the extreme home makeover from
among the five finalists.
Hicks says the hardest part of the
entire event was calling the four runnerup families to advise them that they had
not been chosen as the recipient of the
home makeover. “Oh, my goodness. We
had gotten their hopes up, we did
interviews with them, we did house
inspections, we did background and
reference checks. So we got their hopes
up that they were going to be the family
(chosen). Saying no to them was by far
the toughest thing.”
As difficult as those calls were to
make, Hicks was eventually
compensated by seeing the joy of the
recipient family, Dawn Culbert of Regina
and her two children—Kelsey, 16, and
Colton, 13—when their renovated home
was finally unveiled on September 15.
The “grand reveal” was attended by
hundreds of people outside the Culbert
home on Fleet Street in their Glencairn
neighbourhood in east Regina. The
house was hidden behind a bus as the
crowd waited for the big moment
chanting, “Move that bus, move that
bus!”
Culbert says it was an incredible
moment for her family when the bus
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Above: The beneficiaries of the Hicks-led Regina Extreme Home Makeover—the Culberts—mom Dawn (centre), Kelsey (left) and Colton.
Top right: Mother and daughter share the joy of the moment. Bottom right: Hicks comforts an emotional Culbert after the grand reveal.

finally pulled away to reveal the
family’s renovated home. But the
biggest surprises came when they went
inside.
The makeover included new
furniture and major appliances, a new
plasma TV in the living room, a double
oven and granite countertops in the
kitchen, and new computers for each
family member. Colton’s bedroom was
soundproofed so he could practise his
guitar without disturbing the rest of the
family. The home was also equipped
with wheelchair lifts on the front and
back decks, and an elevator lift from the
main floor to the basement so that
Kelsey, who was born with cerebral
palsy, can now access and enjoy the
entire house. Kelsey was also provided
with a special new bed that
automatically shifts her weight during
the night to prevent clotting and reduce
pressure points.
“The new bed moves her around so
the pressure isn’t all in one spot,”
Culbert says. “She can’t move around
herself. She can’t roll over, or even
adjust, so the bed really improves her
quality of life.”
Culbert says the two aspects of the
renovated home that she likes best are
her new kitchen and the greater
accessibility for daughter Kelsey. “The
kitchen is obviously a huge bonus for
me, and we all have our own space. We
have nothing to worry about now,
except focussing on family.”
“It’s pretty much a brand new
house,” says Hicks. “We knocked most
of the frame out, too. We rebuilt all the
walls. The concrete in the basement was
pretty much the only thing we didn’t
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touch. The plumbing is new, the
electrical is new—everything’s new
except for the foundation.”
The extreme makeover has turned
the Culbert home into something of a
neighbourhood tourist attraction. “We
are definitely the talk of the block,”
Culbert says. “People still drive by and
wave, and we just wave back. A lot of
different people were part of the project,
and I think it’s important to show our
appreciation.”
She’s especially grateful for the
central role played by Adam Hicks in
making her extreme home makeover a
reality.
“Adam has come so far in such a
short time in his life—he’s definitely
one to watch,” Culbert says. “What he’s
done for us came straight from his
heart. He rallied the community to help
build his dream as well. He wanted to
make this happen and he did.”
Hicks has established the Regina
Extreme Home Makeover as a nonprofit corporation with its own board of
directors. He promises that next year’s
makeover will have a few new twists to
keep things interesting. “I’m keeping
those a secret for now,” he says. “But you
just wait till next year. It’s going to be
bigger and better in 2010.”
Meanwhile, Hicks says the business
climate in Regina at the moment is “so
good it’s almost ridiculous.” He hopes to
take advantage of the bustling local
economy by launching a second major
business venture sometime next year.
He’s keeping mum on most of the
details, but says his new business “will
have nothing to do with homes or
renovations, which is kind of scary.”

Former U of R associate vicepresident of Student Affairs Ron Byrne,
who is currently vice-president of
International and Student Affairs at
Mount Allison University in New
Brunswick, informally mentored Hicks
after meeting him through the U of R
chapter of Golden Key, an international
honour society for high-achieving
students. Byrne is confident that Hicks
will succeed at whatever he tries. “He’s a
truly great graduate,” Byrne says.
“Having worked with him in the past
and also having watched him from afar
with his ‘home makeover’ initiative,
there’s no doubt in my mind that he’s a
philanthropist of the highest order and
will be going on to even greater
things—both in business and in giving
back to the community.”
U of R business professor Bryan
Austin, who taught Hicks accounting,
attributes the early success of his former
student to a combination of creativity,
hard work, intelligence and charisma. “I
was always surprised by how busy he
was as a student,” Austin says. “Running
a painting business, involved in various
community activities, yet always
maintaining an excellent grade point
average. He has such a positive attitude,
and he’s as interesting a person as you
could hope to talk to.” D
B.D. Miller is a Regina-based playwright
and fiction and non-fiction writer whose
work has appeared in numerous magazines
and anthologies and on CBC radio.

Lisa Franks LLB (Honorary)’09 was the recipient of an
honorary doctor of laws degree at this year’s fall convocation.
In 1996, Franks was afflicted with a very rare condition which
damaged her spinal cord. An eight-hour operation, intensive
occupational and physiotherapy and blinding determination
helped her continue playing sports and ultimately become
one of Canada’s top wheelchair athletes. The Moose Javian
won four gold medals and a silver medal at the 2000 Sydney
Paralympic Games and two gold medals at the 2004 Athens
Paralympic Games. She has held world records in the 100metres, 200-metres, 400-metres, 800-metres, 1,500-metres,
5,000-metres and marathon. Franks is also an accomplished
basketball player helping the Canadian team to win gold at
the World Wheelchair Basketball Championships in
Amsterdam in 2006. Franks holds a bachelor of science in
mechanical engineering from the University of Saskatchewan.
D What has life in a wheelchair
taught you that you don’t think you
would have learned otherwise?

D What has been your greatest
success in either your work or personal
life?

I think the biggest thing I have learned
from being in a wheelchair is how to
adapt to the things life throws at you. If
there is an activity I can’t do, it’s fun to
try to come up with a creative solution so
that I can participate. It forces you to
look at things from a different angle and
to constantly be aware of the things
around you.

The realization that the joys and
accomplishments of this life are only
fulfilled when accompanied by true inner
peace.

D You wrote on your website that the
hours you spent in the hospital helped
you discover who the true “Lisa
Franks” is. Who is she?
The true Lisa Franks is someone I am
continually striving to be. I want to help
others, be passionate about what I do
and to be proud of the actions I take.
D What gets you through the tough
moments in your training?
The tough moments in training are what
I live for. I love a challenge. I know that in
the long run hard work pays off and
when you are passionate about what
you believe in you can push yourself
beyond what you thought possible.

D What have you learned about the
nature of people in your lifetime?
We’re all very similar in nature. We want
to lead a good life, and the greatest gift
we can give one another is compassion.
D Who do you look up to and what
quality do you admire most in them?
I look up to the people around me
whether they be my friends, my family,
my co-workers, or my teammates. I look
at the traits that I admire in them and try
to apply them in my life.
D What makes you laugh?
I take pleasure in subtle sarcasm and
laughing at the things that come out of
babes mouths. That is if I’m not too busy
laughing at myself and my general
awkwardness.
D What is the number one thing on
your “to-do list”?
To find the ultimate cookie recipe that is
quasi-healthy.
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Alumni Association President’s Message
Fall convocation has just
finished and it was exciting to
shake hands and welcome the
newest alumni to our
academic family. I cannot
convey the pride I saw
expressed in each face as the
students transformed from
students to alumni as they
walked across the stage.
So, now what? What do
alumni do?
The University of Regina
Alumni Association (URAA) is
an active board that is
committed to increasing the
number of quality connections
between the students, alumni
and University. Through
fundraising and partnerships,
the Association supports many
campus activities and we
celebrate excellence by
recognizing outstanding faculty
at spring convocation. In
addition, we honour the
accomplishments of our
distinguished alumni at the
Alumni Crowning Achievement
Awards, which will be held
November 20 at Hotel
Saskatchewan. Congratulations
to our 2009 recipients!
Your alumni continue to
look for new ways to give
back to the University. We are
an active partner with the
University. We are committed
to funding a new Student
Retention Scholarship to
partner with the needs of the
University and we have just
completed the terms of
reference for the new Jim
Tompkins Scholarship.
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This year, the URAA has
already approved sponsorships
for athletics and student
engagement activities such as
Welcome Week. We continue
to implement our new
sponsorship guideline
document, which was
completed last year, to ensure
alumni dollars are allocated in
ways that meet the objectives
of the University of Regina
Alumni Association and
support the vision of the
University. This year, the URAA
continues its process to review
our current by-laws and
accountability structures.
As alumni, how can we
give back to the University
that provided us with an
education in learning, life and
friendships? All alumni know
how important it is to network
and facilitate job
opportunities. Consider
attending an alumni event to
become reconnected. Consider
nominating alumni for awards.
Consider hiring a graduate.
Consider returning to campus
to mentor students using your
talents and skills to give back
to the University of Regina and
future alumni.
Last year, I was a member
of the University of Regina
strategic planning team. I am
proud to say the strategic plan
was unanimously approved by
Senate and the Board of
Governors over the summer. I
cannot convey the excitement
that permeates the University
as the U of R begins its first

academic year with the new
plan. From committee member
to campus observer, the
commencement of the new
cycle is in full swing and the
reception is positive and
exciting. The strategic plan is a
living document and is guiding
decision-making. The president
has visited communities
throughout Saskatchewan with
a strong recruitment strategy,
enrolment is up and times are
good.
The Board was excited to
hear about UR Guarantee,
which was announced this fall.
This program guarantees
graduates a job in their field
within six months of
graduating. Our University is
the only university in Canada
to boast such a program. We
would also like to congratulate
President Timmons as she was
recently presented with a
national literacy award. We
would further like to welcome
our newest Alumni Board
member Linda Dewhirst.
As alumni move forward in
their careers and continue with
new life experiences, it is
important to remember that
alumni benefit from
connections to the U of R and
the Alumni Association. You
can visit our website at
www.uregina.ca/ alumni for
complete details on the
privileges available to U of R
alumni.
Charlene Banjac

We depend on our readers to
send us items for Class Notes.
Please e-mail your information
to uralumni@uregina.ca, or
send the old fashioned way to
our mailing address
(see page 3). Digital photos
must be of sufficient quality to
appear in the magazine.
Please note that Degrees is
also posted on our website.

1970–1979
Wayne Kallio’s BEd’70, MA’73
Mind Gone Astray was
published in February 2009.
The book examines
schizophrenia from a spouse's
perspective. Kallio embarked
on a teaching career in English
that took him from
Saskatchewan to Manitoba, to
Luther College in Regina, to
Phoenix, Finland and China. He
and his wife of 43 years, Mary
Anne, retired to Outlook,
Saskatchewan, where he
teaches part-time.
Wm. John Foster BEd’73 and
Joan Foster BA’85 manage the
Saskatchewan branch of the
Canadian Snowbirds
Association, a national not-forprofit advocacy and member
service organization dedicated
to actively defending and
improving the rights and
privileges of travelling
Canadians.
Bill Hales BFA’78, MFA’00,
faculty member in the Faculty
of Fine Arts Theatre
Department, University of
Regina, won the Betty Mitchell

Award for outstanding lighting
design for his work on NiX: A
fairytale for the end of the
world, co-produced in
February–March, 2009 in
Calgary by Alberta Theatre
Projects/Ghost River
Theatre/The Only Animal. The
play was one of four new
works produced for Alberta
Theatre Projects for the 23rd
Annual Enbridge PlayRites
Festival of New Canadian
Plays. In January the cast and
crew will remount the
production for the Vancouver
2010 Cultural Olympiad in Lost
Lake, Whistler, B.C. NiX: A
fairytale for the end of the world
will perform throughout the
2010 Olympic Games as the
showcase cultural event in
Whistler.

1980–1989
Joan Yates CPR’89 has been
appointed dean of the School
of Business at Camosun
College in Victoria, B.C. This is
Yates’ second term at the
college having served from
1991–99 in various roles
including manager of College
Relations, executive director of
the Camosun Foundation and
director of College and
Community Relations. Prior to
returning to the college, Yates
was a partner and consultant
for Indaba Communications
and Training Inc. Her career
has also included teaching at
the University of Victoria. Prior
to moving to Victoria she held

the position of director of
communications for the
Saskatchewan Housing
Corporation. Her industry
experience prior to that
included marketing,
communications and public
relations management
positions in Saskatchewan. In
addition to her U of R
certificate, Yates holds a
master’s of education from the
University of Calgary in Adult
and Workplace Learning.
Cathy Jewison BAJ&C’83
launched her collection of
short stories The Ugly Truck
and Dog Contest and Other
Tales of Northern Life (Borealis
Press) in mid-2009. The
collection captures all the
glorious quirkiness of life in
Yellowknife, N.W.T., where
Jewison has lived since 1986.
For more information, please
visit www.borealispress.com or
www.cathyjewison.com.

1990–1999
Kelley Jo Burke BEd’90 is the
recipient of the 2009
Lieutenant Governor’s Arts
Awards for Leadership. Burke,
currently an MFA student, has
been an award-winning
playwright for 20 years.
Through her work as an arts
producer for the CBC, Burke
has emerged as a leader in the
arts. Burke’s priority in her
production of national specials,
competitions and regional
programming has been the

promotion and development of
new voices, particularly from
the Aboriginal community.
Natalie Ostryzniuk BA
(Hons)’93, MA’98 has
published Blossoming of a
Ukrainian Canadian, Savella
Stechishin, a biography of a
woman of Ukrainian
descent who lived in
Saskatoon. An activist,
journalist and social reformer,
Stechishin played an
important role in the
preservation and sharing of the
treasures of Ukrainian folk art
and cuisine. The book was
published by Trafford
Publishing and is available at
local bookstores.
Laura Pettigrew BMus’97,
MMus’01 had her composition
The Tunnels of Moose Jaw
performed by the Regina
Symphony Orchestra in
October 2009. Set in four
movements using traditional
Chinese instruments, the work
depicts the history of the
tunnels, the struggle of
Chinese immigrants, many of
whom had immigrated to build
the railroad, and also the era
of prohibition and the legend
of Al Capone.
Warren Sande BASC’97 and his
10-year-old son Carter, wrote
Hello World! Computer
Programming for Kids and Other
Beginners—an illustrated, kidfriendly introduction to
computer programming. It was
published in May 2009. In July,
after the book was favourably
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reviewed on Slashdot.com, it
reached number 83 in sales
rank on amazon.com. It was
number one in the computers
and Internet category. Over the
summer, Sande and his family
relocated to Pleasanton, Calif.
in the San Francisco Bay Area
(Silicon Valley) where he works
as a principal engineer for
Infinera, a maker of fibre-optic
telecommunications equipment.
Mary Weimer (née Ready)
BA’98 purchased the Assiniboia
Gallery from the Kurtz family
in Regina ten years ago. Since
then, her staff has quintupled,
its size has doubled to 2,500
square feet and the number
of artists it represents has
gone from 33 to 60. Weimer
and her husband Jeremy
have two children, Sarah, 6,
and James, 3.

2000–Present
Chris Beingessner BEd'01 and
Charity Marsh, Canada
Research Chair in Interactive
Media and Performance in the
Faculty of Fine Arts, are
co-recipients of the 2009
Lieutenant Governor's Arts
Award for Arts and Learning.
This award recognizes
excellence and innovation in
arts education. Marsh, from
the Faculty of Fine Arts, and

Beingessner, a teacher at Scott
Collegiate, established the Hip
Hop Project to connect with
students from Regina's North
Central neighbourhood. The
Hip Hop Project brings Grade
10 and 11 students into the
Interactive Media and
Performance Labs in the
Faculty of Fine Arts to learn
hip hop culture while earning
English and Arts Education
high school credits.
Charles Anderson’s BA’03
debut collection of poetry,
Mavor’s Bones will be
published in spring 2010 by
Vox Humana Books. Mavor’s
Bones will be followed in the
summer by a second, fully
illustrated collection, Plum
Stuff, to be published by
Montreal’s 8th House
Publishing. Both books will
appear under his pen name,
Rolli. For updates, visit his
blog at
www.rolliwrites.blogspot.com.

Rod Tyler, CFP, R.F.P., CLU

2330 McIntyre Street, Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 2S2
(306) 525-5250 • Toll-free: 877-225-5250
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the Moose Jaw Warriors, where
she spent the past four
seasons as director of
community relations and
executive assistant. She
returns to the Blades, having
spent the 2004–05 season
with the team as marketing
assistant.

Lee Henderson MFA’06 is the
recipient of the 2009
Lieutenant Governor’s 30
Below Arts Award. The award
recognizes a new and
developing artist who has
earned significant recognition
in his or her career and who,
in the jury’s opinion, shows
exceptional promise.

Adrian Dean BFA’07 is the sole
animator of “Tales of Ty the TREX,” an animated mini-series
for children that debuted on
Saskatchewan Communications
Network in October 2009.

Amy Moats BKIN’06 joined the
Saskatoon Blades as manager
of game day operations and
public relations in May 2009.
Moats joined the Blades from

Charlie McCrystal BBA’09, a
former University of Regina
Rams safety, spent the
summer playing with the
Longhorns of the semi-pro
German Football League as a
free safety. McCrystal is the
son of Rams head coach Frank
McCrystal.

Jennifer Prychak (née Fehr)
BEd’03 and her husband
added a member to their
family. Joshua Arthur Cornelius
Prychak was born on June 1.
He was welcomed by his
brother Noah (2 years old).
Prychak has been teaching
Grades 2 and 3 at Invermay
School in Invermay, Sask.,
since 2003.

Trusted
Financial Advice
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Jason G.D. Antonio BAJ’06 is
the recipient of the
Saskatchewan Weekly
Newspapers Association 2009
Best Saskatchewan Recreation
Story. His story covering a
skateboard park debate was
published by the Battleford
News Optimist.

Elegant Historic property, conveniently located in the heart of downtown Regina. The
Crown Club provides the finest, state-of-the-art exercise equipment in NorthAmerica.
Cortlandt Dining Room and Monarch’s Lounge provide elegant surroundings for fine
and casual dining for intimate and group dinner parties. The Radisson Plaza Hotel
Saskatchewan provides the perfect setting for * Meetings * Receptions * Dinners
and * Accommodations.

Radisson Plaza Hotel Saskatchewan, 2125 Victoria Avenue,
Regina, Saskatchewan, S4P 0S3, 306-522-7691
1-800-333-3333, www.hotelsask.com

Realize you can make a difference
Are you a University of Regina graduate? Why not consider nominating a fellow
alumnus for the next Senate election on April 12, 2010.
It’s easy. Just send us a nomination form signed by three graduates and endorsed by
the nominee. Include relevant biographical information and a photograph. Nominees
must live in the district for which they are nominated.
The Senate ensures that the academic integrity of the University is maintained.
The University Secretariat will be accepting nominations until March 1, 2010.

NOMINATIONS ARE CALLED FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Chancellor (Seven nominators required)
Incumbent William F. Ready, QC, BA, LLB, LLD
Eligible for re-election

District 7 (Melfort – Wynyard – Davidson)
Incumbent Marsha Barteski-Hoberg BEd, DipBA
Eligible for re-election

District 2 (Weyburn – Indian Head)
Incumbent Patrick Maze, BA, BEd, MEd
Eligible for re-election

District 8 (Dundurn – Deslisle)
Vacant

District 6 (Melville - Yorkton – Hudson Bay)
Vacant

For more information, or to access
nomination forms, visit our website at
www.uregina.ca/presoff/senate/elections.htm
or call the University Secretariat at
306-585-4436.

District 9 (North Battleford – Prince Albert)
Vacant
District 12 (Saskatoon)
Vacant

Your future is waiting

88863&(*/"$"

University of Regina Alumni
Life and Health Insurance Plans
Group Term Life Insurance
Health and Dental Plans
Critical Illness Protection
Income Protection Plans
Personal Accident Insurance

family

 Affordable group rates
 Fast and easy enrollment

To find out more
call 1-800-387-0649.
Underwritten by:

Helping people achieve more
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Life elsewhere:
sabbatical adventures in
art and literature
A University art professor reflects on her
international journeys and the project they inspired.
By Rachelle Viader Knowles
Photo by University of Regina Photography Department and courtesy of Rachelle Viader Knowles.

Rachelle Viader Knowles is back in her studio after a year-long sabbatical that took her around the globe.
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The artist’s visualization of Life Elsewhere,
a 24-channel synchronized video installation
by associate professor of Visual Arts
Rachelle Viader Knowles.

I arrived in Paris on the Eurostar from
London. Gare du Nord was packed
with people and the taxi cue was a
mile long so with monster suitcase in
tow and my brain addled by the
intoxicating aroma of baked goods, I
braved the subway and embarked on
Paris task one: figure out the way to
Pont Marie station.
My home for the next four
months was one of two live/work
studio apartments in Paris
administered by the Canada Council
for the Arts. The studios are located
in the Cité Internationale des Arts, a
modernist block housing a complex
of hundreds of artist and musician
live/work spaces in a prime location
in the fourth arrondissement,
overlooking the Seine, a short
distance to Notre Dame. As well as
studios in New York and Berlin, the
Paris studios are made available to
Canadian artists, writers and curators
via highly competitive Canada Council
international residency grants that
cover not only the costs of
accommodation but also travel,
materials and a living allowance.
Application to the program requires
artists to submit a portfolio of past
works and outline a project they will
undertake in Paris should they be the

lucky peer-reviewed winner of four
months in heaven. My proposal was
to research the Parisian writer
Georges Perec with a view to creating
creative responses to his writings.
My first encounter with Georges
Perec occurred through his book La
Disparition (A Void), a novel written
as a lipogram, that is, entirely
without the letter E. As I am an artist
who tends towards the conceptual
and often works with text, this book
left me giddy with excitement. For my
second encounter I went for the hard
stuff, Perec’s major life work La Vie
mode d'emploi (Life: A User’s
Manual), published in 1978 and set
within a frozen moment in a fictional
apartment building in Paris. Like
many of his works, Life: A User’s
Manual is a puzzle of a book, literally
centred on the production of a jigsaw
puzzle and constructed through a
complex set of constraints and rules.
Perec was closely aligned with the
OULIPO group of mainly French
writers and mathematicians, founded
in the early ’60s and committed to
the production of new forms of
literature through underlying patterns
and structures. The narrative of
Perec’s novel moves from room to
room through a formula based on the

knight’s move in chess, with each of
its 100 chapters occurring in a
different one of the 100 rooms. The
structure enables readers to choose
to read the novel in a traditional
linear fashion, or dip in and choose
their own path, not too dissimilar in
fact from the experience of viewing
some video installations where the
viewer can come and go as they
please, creating their own beginning
and end points. I found this
conceptual approach to structuring a
novel deeply intriguing and very
inspiring to my own way of working
as a media artist.
For four glorious months I
wandered the streets of Paris, read
Georges Perec’s writings (in
translation unfortunately) and David
Bello’s excellent biography, took
French classes, visited the Georges
Perec archive, made a side trip to
Poland where the Perec family had
originated and searched out many of
the places in Paris where Perec had
lived. I visited Père Lachaise
cemetery on numerous occasions
where Perec’s ashes sit in a vault at
the columbarium, but it took a
chance find of his commemorative
plaque on Flicker to finally track him
down. Despite being one of France’s
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All told, my sabbatical year took me to 11 different countries—an
abundance of life elsewhere. For me, the heightened sense of
awareness that comes from travel is an intensely creative state
and artists’ residencies provide the perfect environment for
supporting artistic research.

most celebrated writers of the 20th
century, competition at Père Lachaise
is fierce and he fails to make it onto
any of the maps that help you locate
the tombs of the “famous.” I
immersed myself in all things
Perecian and all things Parisian,
including visits to most of the city’s
wealth of old cinemas, movies being
one of Perec’s favourite pastimes. By
chance, I even managed to catch the
1974 film version of his short novella
A Man Asleep (Un homme qui dort)
that he made with director Bernard
Queysanne in a rare screening at the
stunning new 104 arts complex in the
northeast of the city. My idea was to
use my time in Paris primarily for
research toward developing creative
responses to my Perec investigations,
to be shown in the first instance in a
solo exhibition at the Art Gallery of
Regina in April 2010 . . . although
what exactly, I was not sure.
A plan started to emerge from
my reading and rereading of Life: A
User’s Manual and other writings by
Georges Perec. I wanted to make a
multichannel video work about
intersecting lives, to be very playful
with language and structure and to
build a distinct framework to house
the work. One of the many details I
learnt about Perec was that he had
been at one time a professional
crossword setter and the form of a
crossword puzzle seemed to be the
ideal for a multichannel video work.
(Imagine lots of TVs, positioned into
a crossword shape, with each TV
representing a different letter.) One
thought led to the next and I
conceived of a crossword of
intersecting lives, the “words” of the
crossword being the names of the
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people living the intersecting lives
and the video imagery somehow
spelling out their names, with the
participants moving from screen to
screen to screen, meeting in the
same screen where their names/lives
crossed. My challenge was to find
exactly the right location to shoot
such a project and the right group of
intersecting people.
Fast-forward three months, my
sabbatical year drawing to an end,
and I find myself at yet another
artist’s residency, this time in
Greensboro, North Carolina. The
Elsewhere Artist Collaborative is an
extraordinary community of artists
who work together to create a living
museum of objects, artworks and
people. Based on the collection of
thrift store owner Sylvia Grey, the
Museum opened in 2002 as a project
to preserve the fascinating, massive
collection of 20th century Americana
and invite artists to spend time with
the collection and make site-specific
responses. Elsewhere is a giant
building and playground, a
wonderland of toys, books, fabrics
and just about everything else you
can name, where artists converge to
try and make sense of it all, add to
the madness or find a place
somewhere in between. To my
surprise and delight, with a measure
of disbelief also, the organizers of
Elsewhere list two books by Perec as
part of their short recommended
reading list to accompany the art
residency, a reading list of texts that
they feel somehow capture the
“spirit” of Elsewhere.
It soon became apparent that I
had found not only my ideal location
(the Elsewhere building is big and

complicated with lots of rooms,
floors, ladders, lofts, platforms, fire
escapes and multiple doors) but also
an ideal group of people to
participate in this playful project—
devoted Perecians, nonetheless. And
so the project started to take shape.
I selected five people to participate
in the work—Stephanie, Dan Danna,
Eliza and George—figured out the
shape of my crossword puzzle and
how all the names would intersect,
and started shooting and
photographing the hours and hours
and hundreds and hundreds of video
and still images needed to fill
24 monitors for a 30-minute looped
installation piece.
The project is now in
postproduction in Regina and will be
exhibited at the Art Gallery of Regina
in April 2010 as part of a suite of
new works. As an artist, this is where
the real jigsaw puzzle begins, trying
to figure out how to put all these
pieces together and, hopefully,
construct a work of art that will
engage viewers. Life Elsewhere is
first and foremost an experimental
multichannel video installation. It is
also homage to Georges Perec and a
portrait of an extraordinary museum
dedicated to what they describe as
serious play. D

Rachelle Viader Knowles is an
associate professor in the
Department of Visual Arts. Her
installation Life Elsewhere will be
exhibited at the Art Gallery of Regina
in April 2010.

Enjoy the benefits!

Receive a permanent U of R e-mail
address - for life! No matter where
life takes you, no need to change
your email address. And it makes it
easy to always stay in touch with
fellow alumni.

Your graduation from the
University of Regina
makes you a member of an

EMAIL
FOR LIFE

exclusive and growing group
of over 50,000 U of R alumni.
It’s a vibrant community,
where connections of the
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past become opportunities
for the future. And where a

Delivered right to your desktop, this
is your complete source for U of R
news, upcoming alumni events,
continuing learning opportunities,
faculty updates, graduate profiles,
athletic information and more.
You worked hard to earn your degree or
certificate – display it proudly in one of
our attractive degree frames. Call the
Alumni Relations office or drop in to make
your selection. Or, order online at our
website and we can ship it right to
your door.

long list of alumni benefits
could help your career and
enrich your personal life.
Take advantage of it all...

Balance your life and your career...
Fitness and Lifestyle Centre
memberships are available at a
discounted rate to you.

Stay in touch, stay informed,
and enjoy all the benefits that
are rightfully yours.

WORK

LEARN

Give your career a boost! No
matter what stage of your career you
find yourself, we can help you reach
new heights. Let us guide you to the
professional and personal
development that’s right for you.

And there is much more!
Visit www.uregina.ca/alumni for the
details on all the Alumn benefits,
or call: (306) 585-4503
Toll free: 1-877-779-4723

Realize. Your future with us.
Dear Friends of the University of Regina
The University of Regina is YOUR university. We intend to be
one of Canada’s best comprehensive universities and we have
a roadmap set for the next five years and beyond, that will
help us realize that goal.
We focus on our students, by providing them with
opportunities for real-world experience to enhance their
learning. We are known to be innovative in our thinking and
for delivering solutions to the world with our research.
You can REALIZE your future with us, at the University
of Regina. Please see how our plan for the future
meets your needs. mâmawohkamâtowin: Our Work,
Our People, Our Communities is the name of our
plan. mâmawohkamâtowin is a Cree word for
working together toward common goals. I invite
you to join us in this work.

Dr. Vianne Timmons
President and Vice-Chancellor
University of Regina

A new Saskatchewan – new in a cultural, economic and

mâmawohkamâtowin:
Our Work, Our People, Our Communities

demographic sense – is coming into being. As we work
together towards the common goals of
mâmawohkamâtowin: Our Work, Our People, Our
Communities, we will position the University of Regina at the
centre of this new Saskatchewan, rooted in and responding
to the needs and aspirations of our students, our people and
our communities, and reaching out to the world around us.
To view the full text of our 2009-2014 Strategic Plan,
please visit www.uregina.ca/home/strategic
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